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This intense emotion and withdrawal from wider society can
leave former extremists struggling when they attempt to leave
groups. These struggles can include social disabilities in the form
of finding it hard to resolve conflict, manage stress as well as cope
with feelings of loneliness, shame and meaninglessness.

AIMS OF THE EXIT PROGRAMME
EXIT Sweden is one of the oldest organisations of it kind and
over the years it has developed into a very successful example of
an exit program. This is due to several factors, including its use
of former right-wing extremists (‘formers’) as mentors. These
mentors, using therapeutic dialogues and activities, support
people seeking to leave extremist right-wing groups.
By using ‘formers’, EXIT creates legitimacy in a very hard-toreach target group. Their shared past positions mentors as role
models to the mentees, as they are living proof that leaving the
extremist right is possible.
People involved in the extremist right can become accustomed
to world-views, such as the idea that there is a conspiracy against
society, as well as believing that all people outside the group are
enemies to be fought. With this in mind, the main goal of EXITs
approach is to support the mentees in developing alternative
worldviews, ways of self-understanding and identities.
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DECISION MAKING
UNDER STRESS
Would you give your keys to a stranger?
Probably not. However, Jan-Willem Bullée’s
research has shown that, in an ofﬁce environment,
59% of participants did exactly that. He tells us why, here.
PSYCHOLOGICAL MANIPULATION

TRAINING

Most people underestimate the degree to which they will engage
in insecure behaviour, something that criminals exploit through
‘social engineering’. Our vulnerability to these kind of attacks is
exploited by offenders who use psychological manipulation to
make us assist them. These kind of attacks are successful since we
use heuristics (i.e., rules of thumb) in our decision making. These
mental shortcuts work well in most circumstances. However,
when a heuristic fails, a cognitive bias occurs. A cognitive bias
is mistaken thinking due to errors in reasoning or evaluation.
There are several ways in which this tendency can be exploited to
influence people to make it hard for them to say no. One tactic
is reciprocity, whereby receiving a gift can make someone feel
indebted and more likely to give something in return. A common
example of this is when restaurants give customers a mint when
presenting the bill, a gift which can result in bigger tips.

On a positive note, there is hope. I divided those who
participated in the first two attacks into groups. One group
received information showing them how to recognise potential
scams. This group performed better than a group which received
no training, at both the installation of software (17% vs. 40%)
and handing over office keys (37% vs. 59%). However, this
improvement disappeared when the length of time between the
information campaign and the attacks was increased.

THREE ATTACKS
In my research, we performed three type of attacks in a
controlled environment. During the first attack employees were
called by an unknown and untrusted ‘offender’ who persuaded
them to download and install some software. In this attack, the
offender induced reciprocity by warning the victim about their
PC being in danger. During the second attack, offenders visited
employees in their offices and asked them to hand over their
electronic office key. In the third attack, phishing emails were
sent to office employees in an attempt to convince them to share
network credentials.

NOBODY THINKS THEY WOULD FALL FOR THIS
As an outsider, it seems obvious that such social engineering
schemes are scams. It is hard to believe that someone would
fall for them. A survey among academic researchers in The
Netherlands confirms this. In the survey, no-one reported
that they would install the software from a cold call and only
3% reported that they would hand over their office key to a
stranger. My experiments suggest otherwise. In total, 40% of
the employees installed the software and 59% of the employees
handed over their office key to a stranger.
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LENGTH OF SERVICE MATTERS
My analysis of the subjects’ socio-demographic characteristics
in the three experiments showed that both target gender and
age did not influence the outcome. However, in the email
experiment, the victim’s length of service with their employer
did influence the outcome and had an interaction effect with
age. This suggests that young employees with only a few years of
service are those most vulnerable to phishing emails.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
I suggest that there are some important implications arising from
these results.
1) Awareness-raising about social engineering reduces the
probability of falling for a scam. Training should include how
to recognise the tactics people use to influence victims and
how to react.
2) Awareness-raising training is only effective for a short period
of time. Therefore, a single round of training is insufficient.
However, merely repeating the same message over and over
again is also ineffective and could even be counterproductive.
The solution is likely to lie somewhere in the middle; in regular
repeat training with innovative approaches and materials.

SUPPORTING INDIVIDUALS TO LEAVE
THE EXTREME RIGHT

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN
ALTERNATIVE LIFE

For any mentor-mentee relationship to be successful, trust has to
evolve between the two. This helps the mentee to become open
to their mentor’s advice and example. Initially, they can spend
months doing sports and other kind of activities to develop a
strong relationship.

While a lot of exit interventions and programs are dialogue
based, EXIT’s approach also entails getting the mentee to engage
with an alternative environment. They take this approach
because formers can struggle with particular ways of acting,
which they developed as a consequence of their engagement
in an extreme environment. This makes is difficult for some to
decide what to do in certain situations when they cannot react
with aggression, violence or intimidation.

AS THEY ESTABLISH MUTUAL TRUST, THE
MENTORS WILL HELP THE MENTEES IDENTIFY
ACTIVITIES THAT THEY ENJOY.
Encouraging the mentees to engage in new social
environments is seen as essential to help sustain
motivation to leave their former extreme group.
This time also marks the beginning of a process
whereby the mentee learns to identify and express
emotions – other than hate and aggression. The
mentor will also discuss the personal challenges
and issues that the mentee faces, and give
examples to help with these from their own
life. These can be everyday examples such as
recounting discussions with their girlfriend
over who has to do the cleaning – to show
the importance of compromise. They can
also be life-changing examples, such as
their experiences of transitioning out of
extremist groups.
Using these personal experiences,
especially the day-to-day ones, helps broaden
the mentees’ perception and reflection on their
own journey and expand their understanding of themselves
and others.
Whilst the mentors represent a different world (society outside
the extremist milieu), their shared experiences help challenge the
often rigid world view of the mentees. The mentors introduce
alternative perspectives on world views by pointing out different
signs of significance and providing additional information,
bit by bit. These, over time, can help mentees draw different
conclusions from those informed by their extreme world-view.
The mentors do not tell the mentees what is right or wrong;
rather they help the mentees identify it themselves by
increasingly questioning or adding new perspectives to the
mentees perception. This gradual expansion of the context for
world views, coupled with the avoidance of offering premade
answers, seems to make it much harder for the mentees to reject
new insights and revert to old perceptions.

For example, Kate, a former right-wing extremist who had left
an extreme group ten years previously, explained to me that in
certain situations she still had a very strong inclination to act
aggressively, which she did not want to. She still had doubts
about how to react to these situations. She explained to me in an
interview:
I think the thing was that, when I came out [of the extremist
right wing], I was an adult, and this thing about grey areas compromises - for example, to try to see both sides of the coin just took so MUCH damned time. And it might be what made it
so turmoil-ish with me in the beginning when I left, especially in
my personal life, to try to ﬁnd out about all these things; that I
knew who I was, but I did not know who I should be and how to
learn it, and I can still feel confused; WHAT DO I DO NOW?
Well, it has to do with having an instinct, but you also know
somewhere that the instincts I get about how to behave, it is not
like you ought to behave if you ought to consider how society
perceives it. Because I often feel like ... I am in such a way that
if I get mad, I can get really mad, and I realise that now I am
very angry about a tiny little thing, and I need to back oﬀ. But I
am still beside myself with rage over things, for example I will be
furious at someone, and then I must just try to back oﬀ and say;
'I'm very sorry, I know I overreacted'. But the fact is that it is not
all natural, and it may well be that it will never be in such a way
that it becomes natural to think twice and see...
The mentees participation in new social activities helps to
deal with these doubts, and are crucial to help them develop
alternative social relations and skills. They also help them acquire
new routines on which their successful re-integration into
society seems to depend.
The EXIT Sweden programme, and my research into it, shows
that the transition from being a right-wing extremist into
becoming a democratic citizen depends in many aspects on
a situated learning process. This is as complex as peoples’
initial development into becoming a right-wing extremist, and
necessitates a lengthy re-socialisation into mainstream society.

Dr Tina Wilchen Christensen is currently an independent researcher
aﬃliated with the Center for Research on Extremism: The Extreme
Right, Hate Crime and Political Violence (C-REX) at Oslo University.
You can read more about exiting the far right at http://forskning.ruc.
dk/site/ﬁles/56384428/twc_ﬁn_ny.pdf
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